Abstract: This study proposes a novel copy number variation (CNV) detection method, CNV_shape, based on variations in the shape of the read coverage data which are obtained from millions of short reads aligned to a reference sequence. The proposed method carries out two transforms, mean shift transform and mean slope transform, to extract the shape of a CNV more precisely from real human data, which are vulnerable to experimental and biological noises. The mean shift transform is a procedure for gaining a preliminary estimation of the CNVs
Introduction
Structural variants (SVs) in the human genome play an important role in the phenotypic diversity and the genetics of complex diseases . Personal genome sequencing in the coming years will make it possible to predict a specifi c diagnosis or inherited genetic losses of a person by detecting the associated variants of the person's genome.
Ever since the human HapMap project was initiated in 2001, single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have been used to investigate SVs in the human genome (International HapMap, 2003; Jun et al., 2011) . SNP is a DNA sequence transformation or variation that occurs when a single nucleotide in the genome differs among the members of a species. However, recent reports have indicated that SVs can occur on many different scales, from a single base pair (bp) as in SNPs, to more than a few hundred kilo base pairs (kbp) as in insertions, deletions, inversions and copy number variations (CNVs) (Antonina and Bhubaneswar, 2010; Iafrate et al., 2004; Tuzun et al., 2005) . Insertions and deletions are caused by the addition and the removal of one or more extra nucleotides, respectively. Inversions are caused by reversing the orientation of a chromosomal segment in the DNA. CNVs, which are known to be very diffi cult to detect due to sequencing errors, are segments of DNA for which copy number differences can be found by comparing two or more genomes. The sizes of CNVs may range from one kbp to several mega base pairs (Mbp) .
In this study, we propose a novel CNV detection method, CNV_shape, which is based on variations in the shape of read coverage data obtained by aligning millions of short reads to a reference sequence. The CNV_shape method carries out two transforms, mean shift transform and mean slope transform, as well as a merging process for more precise modelling of the shape of a CNV event, such as a gain or a loss. The mean shift transform is a procedure for making a preliminary estimate of the CNVs by statistically evaluating the local distribution of a given read coverage data. The mean slope transform extracts candidate CNVs (CCNVs) by fi ltering out non-stationary sub-regions from each of the primary CNVs pre-estimated in the mean shift transform. Each of the resulting CCNVs is merged with neighbours to be fi nally identifi ed as a putative CNV.
The CNV_shape method suggested in this study is simple and intuitive. It resolves the problems of sequencing errors inherent in a reference sequence and reads. To maximise the effi ciency of CNV_shape, we applied random match, an optimal sequence alignment method for CNV detection, in accordance with the results of our previous work (Lee et al., 2009) .
We carried out simulation experiments for various window sizes (0.1-8 kbp) for moving averages, p-values (10 -6 -10 -2 ) for statistical estimations and read coverage
(1-10×). We extracted optimal values of the parameters from the results of the simulation experiments. The performance of CNV_shape was then validated by experiments with fi ve individual human genomes using the optimal parametric values. The assessment of the performance of CNV_shape was obtained by evaluating the false negative rate (FNR) and the false positive rate (FPR) on the basis of the Database of Genomic Variants (DGV; http://projects.tcag.ca/variation). The performance of CNV_shape was also compared to that of CNV-seq, which is one of the conventional CNV detection methods that use NGS data (Xie and Tammi, 2009) . The results of the experiments showed that relatively small CNVs (> 1 kbp) can be precisely detected from read coverage data with very low coverage (> 1.7×). The results also presented that CNV_shape is very effective in reducing noises inherent in real data, as well as in detecting CNVs of various sizes (ranging from 1.0 kbp to 368 kbp) and types. This paper consists of fi ve sections. Section One describes the background, motivation and signifi cance of the study. Section Two briefl y reviews the CNV detection methods. Section Three introduces research methods, including the defi nition of a CNV based on variations in the shape of the read coverage data and the method of CNV_shape. Section Four presents the results of this study, including analysis of the experiments with simulated and real human data. Section Five discusses our important fi ndings, highlights various research recommendations and limitations and makes suggestions for future studies.
Related work
There are two typical ways to detect CNVs: microarray-based methods (Agam et al., 2010; Fiegler et al., 2006; Ju et al., 2010; McCarroll et al., 2008; Redon et al., 2006) and sequencebased methods (Khaja et al., 2006; Medvedev et al., 2009; Snyder et al., 2010; Tuzun et al., 2005) . Microarray-based methods are experimental methods that use an array such as an oligonucleotide array or a Bacterial Artifi cial Chromosome array. Recent CNV detection methods that use array comparative genetic hybridisation data are reviewed in Koike et al. (2011) and Lai et al. (2005) . The methods determine CNVs by applying diverse techniques such as mixture models, hidden Markov models, maximum likelihood estimations, regression techniques, wavelet techniques and genetic algorithms. These array-based CNV detection methods are still cost-effective (Conrad et al., 2010) , but are encountering the fundamental problem of cross-hybridisation.
There are two main approaches to sequence-based methods of CNV detection. One approach directly compares accurately completed sequence assemblies of genomes (Khaja et al., 2006; Tuzun et al., 2005) . It can detect small and medium-sized CNVs because its resolution is higher than that of microarray-based methods; however, its application is not feasible, since there are few completed sequence assemblies of genomes due to the huge costs. The other approach uses NGS data. It detects CNVs by analysing read coverage data obtained by directly aligning reads onto a reference sequence Alkan et al., 2009; Chiang et al., 2009; Ju et al., 2011; Medvedev et al., 2010; Mills et al., 2011; Xie and Tammi, 2009; Yoon et al., 2009 ). This approach needs short reads of high coverage to overcome the diffi culty of detecting CNVs owing to the low signal-to-noise ratio that is characteristic of many platforms. CNV detection methods based on statistical modelling of a high coverage read data (20-30×) are suggested in Abyzov et al. (2011 ), Alkan et al. (2009 and Yoon et al. (2009) . Several proposals include CNV detection methods based on the relative difference between individual read coverage data: CNVs were assessed between a tumour sample and a normal sample in Chiang et al. (2009) and between two individuals, Dr. J. Craig Venter and Dr. James Watson, in Xie and Tammi (2009) . The methods outlined in Chiang et al. (2009) and Xie and Tammi (2009) are applicable to short reads of relatively low coverage.
Method
This section describes the proposed method of detecting CNVs. Section 3.1 presents the problem defi nitions and resolutions and Section 3.2 explains the proposed method in detail.
Problem defi nitions
The notations and terms used to discuss the proposed CNV detection method are listed in Table 1 and the defi nitions below, respectively.
For comparison purposes, we use two different sequences in this study. One is a standard reference sequence: it is completely sequenced and has a well-known quality. The other is a test sequence. The test sequence is made of enormous sets of unassembled reads generated by NGS technology. Read coverage data is obtained by aligning the reads of the test sequence to the standard reference sequence. Then, it is analysed on the basis of shape variations detect the CNVs of the test sequence. Defi nition 1 describes a general defi nition of a CNV. Defi nitions 2 and 3 describe the terms used in the procedures to obtain the read coverage data. Defi nitions 4 through 9 present the terms used to detect CNVs in this study.
Defi nition 1 (CNV) Given a reference sequence S = s 0 … s n-1 and a test sequence T = t 0 … t m-1 , a subsequence X = x 0 …x t-1 of T is called a CNV if the copy number of X in T is different from that in S and the length t of the subsequence X is larger than or equal to a practical lower bound (≈1 kbp) required for the length of a CNV. Figure 1 shows an example of a CNV as defi ned in Defi nition 1. Subsequence X is called a CNV because it is included in the sequences S and T, but occurs once in S and twice in T and further, it has length greater than 1 kbp. Table 1 Summary of notations and terms
Read of a test sequence
Read coverage data of a test sequence T obtained by aligning R j (j = 1,…, N) of T onto a reference sequence S mSH w , k (C) = h 0 …h s-1 Mean shift transform of C, s = total number of windows, w = window size, k = window shift size mSL w , k (C) = l 0 …l s-1 Mean slope transform of C, s = total number of windows, w = window size, k = window shift size , j = 1,… N to a reference sequence S by means of the read alignment operator (R j ≅ S p ). The bottom part of Figure 2 shows the process of obtaining the read coverage data C = c 0 …c n-1 from the aligned reads; the read coverage sequence estimation is used to count the number of reads aligning to each position of the reference sequence S. The region which has relatively higher values than the overall average ˆi c of the read coverage data as shown in Figure 3 (a) can be identifi ed as a CNV gain since it evidently shows that the test sequence has more copies of the segment in the region than the reference sequence. The region which has relatively lower values than the overall average ˆi c of the read coverage data as shown in Figure 3 (b) can be identifi ed as a CNV loss since it evidently shows that the test sequence has less copies of the segment in the region than the reference sequence. In general, CNVs are very hard to detect directly from the values of read coverage data in real human genome because real data have many zeros or unreliable high values in random positions due to sequencing errors, or because the coverage is not high enough. Therefore, we carried out two transforms, the mean shift transform and the mean slope transform to exclude the effects of noises or low coverage and extract CNVs based on the shape variations of the read coverage data. The mean shift transform and the mean slope transform are defi ned in Defi nitions 4 and 5, respectively.
Defi nition 4 (mean shift transform).
Let C = c 0 …c n-1 be the read coverage data of a test sequence T = t 0 …t m-1 over a given reference sequence S = s 0 …s n-1 . The mean shift transform mSH w,k (C) of C is defi ned as follows: 
is a smoothed difference of the read coverage data in the ith window with size w and shift value k, w′ is a given value in 0 < w′ < 1 , 2 n w w s k In this method, the given read coverage data C are sampled via a window of size w and shift value k; in addition, the values of w and k are chosen for reducing the effects of the sequencing errors and low coverage. The mean shift transform mSH w,k (C) of C is then estimated to identify positions, called primary CNVs, with statistically signifi cant differences in the values of the read coverage data. Next, the mean slope transform mSL w,k (C) extracts positions which are stationary, as described in Defi nition 5. Then, consecutive stationary positions with statistically signifi cant differences in the values of the read coverage data can be identifi ed as a candidate (CCNV) by using the results of the mean shift transform mSH w,k (C) and the mean slope transform mSL w,k (C). Defi nitions 6 and 7 describe the processes of obtaining CCNV gains and losses, respectively. 
Defi nition 6 (CCNV gain). Given the mean shift transform mSH w,k (C)
Here, l cnv is the minimum size for CNV identifi cation and p j and p j + m j -1 are the starting and the ending positions of the j th CCNV loss, respectively. A CCNV satisfi es the conditions of a CNV described in Defi nition 1. Now, a merging process, as the fi nal step of the proposed method, is carried out for neighbouring CCNVs to fi nally determine the boundary of a putative CNV. The merging process is completed by an evaluation of CCNV merging scores between neighbouring CCNVs and by CCNV merging operator as, defi ned in Defi nitions 8 and 9, respectively. Figure 4 shows a fl owchart of the overall process of CNV_shape for detecting CNVs. The process has four steps. The fi rst step is to obtain read coverage data C = c 0 …c n-1 of a test sequence T on a given reference sequence S by counting reads of the test sequence T aligned on each position of the reference sequence S. As in Defi nition 2, the read R j is aligned onto a subsequence S p = s p …s p+l-1 of S if an extension S p ′ of S p has the same sequence as that of R j except for g gap positions within tolerance limits. The read coverage data C of T is then obtained by the read coverage sequence estimation defi ned in Defi nition 3.
Defi nition 8 (CCNV merging score). Given two neighbouring CCNV gains
j CCNV + = [p j , p j + m j -1] and 1 j CCNV + + = [p j+1 , p j+1 + m j+1 -1],
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The second step is to get the mean shift transform mSH w,k (C) = h 0 …h s-1 and the mean slope transform mSL w,k (C) = l 0 …l s-1 of the read coverage data C = c 0 …c n-1 to exclude noise effects due to sequencing errors or effects of low coverage. The read coverage data C = c 0 …c n-1 is transformed into a sequence {h i , i = 0,…, s-1} by means of the mean shift transform of Defi nition 4, where h i has a value of ±1 or 0 depending on the average of the read coverage data c ik …c ik+w-1 from that of the overall average of C. The fact that h i has a value of +1 means that the average of the read coverage data c ik …c ik+w-1 is signifi cantly deviated in an upward direction and that a CNV gain may occur at the region [ik , ik + w -1] of S. Similarly, the fact that h i has a value of -1 means that the average of the read coverage data c ik …c ik+w-1 is signifi cantly deviated in a downward direction and that a CNV loss may occur at the region [ik , ik + w -1] of S.
The read coverage data C = c 0 …c n-1 is also transformed into a sequence {l i , i = 0,… s -1) by means of the mean slope transform of Defi nition 5. Here l i has a value of +1 if the sequence c ik …c ik+w-1 is stationary, or 0 if not, respectively. Now, the combination of {h i , i = 0,…, s -1} and {l i , i = 0,…, s -1} can be used to extract the regions of CNVs from the erroneous read coverage data C = c 0 …c n-1 . The third step is to specify a CCNV gain CCNV j + or a CCNV loss CCNV j − by using the combination of {h i , i = 0,…, s -1} and {l i , i = 0,… s -1}, as in Defi nitions 6 and 7.
Finally, in the fourth step, a merging process is applied to all the CCNVs specifi ed in the third step. The merging step of the post-processing is to reduce noise effects, such as fl uctuations of read coverage depth, occurring when the size of the window is decreased in the processes of mSH and mSL. Originally one big CNV region may be detected as many separate small CNVs because of the fl uctuations of read coverage depth. The merging of two consecutive candidate CNVs is proceeded if they have homogeneous features such as copy gains or losses and also if the distance between them is within a given specifi c length. The merging process can be iterative and optional. In the process, two neighbouring CCNV gains or two neighbouring CCNV losses are merged by using the merging scores of Defi nition 8 and the merging operator of Defi nition 9.
Results and discussion
Simulated data are used to estimate optimal values of input parameters in the CNV_shape method and real human data are used to evaluate the performance of CNV_shape. The performance evaluation was done by using FPR and FNR based on the CNV database of the 
Experimental method
A simulation data generator (SDG) was developed to generate simulated data. It generates a reference sequence and a test sequence, which contain CNVs of various sizes and locations; they also contain SNPs and short indels. The SDG inputs a given DNA sequence both as a reference sequence and as a test sequence. It then copies some of the CNVs of the sequence referring to the CNV database of the DGV and substitutes them in random positions of the reference sequence or the test sequence so that the test sequence has CNV gains or losses that differ in sizes and locations compared to the reference sequence. An indel is constructed by inserting or deleting a short sequence at a random position of the reference or the test sequence. For SNPs, the SDG replaces the nucleotides at random positions of the test sequence so that each of the replaced positions in the test sequence has a different nucleotide from that in the reference sequence and further, the sum of the replaced positions is about 3% of the total length of the test sequence. Once a reference sequence and a test sequence are generated, reads of the test sequence are generated by means of a paired-end method. Contig NT_077531.3 of human chromosome (chr.) 8 (NCBI Build 36.3) was used to generate 80 simulated sequences. Paired-end 36 bp reads were generated from each of the 80 simulated test sequences. Chromosome 6 paired-end read data of 5 individuals, NA18507, NA18511, NA18570, NA18944 and NA10851, downloaded from the sites of the 1000 Genome project (http:// www.1000genomes.org) and the TIARA database (http://tiara.gmi.ac.kr) were used for the experiments with real human data. The average coverage level of NA18511, NA18570, NA18507 and NA18944 were 1.7-2.3×. For NA10851, two different coverage levels, 5.6× and 25.01× were used.
The performance of CNV_shape was assessed by evaluating FPR and FNR on the level of nucleotide using the length of regions which overlap between CNVs of DGV database and the set of CNV regions from each algorithm of CNV_shape and CNV-seq. FPR is calculated by the ratio of regions incorrectly identifi ed as CNVs to the whole non-CNV regions on the basis of the DGV database. FNR is calculated by the ratio of regions incorrectly identifi ed as non-CNVs to the whole CNV region. The comprehensive information of CNV regions of human individuals disclosed through wet or dry lab experiments are reported in the CNV database of DGV in which region-specifi c and individual-specifi c searches are available. Even though the data submission in DGV is completed by fi ling and registering a given form on the web site without any procedures for verifi cation, DGV is still recognised as one of the best reliable and the most frequently quoted references and is also incessantly updated by scientists around the world. All the information used in the validation was downloaded from DGV on March 25, 2010.
The CNV-seq (Xie and Tammi, 2009 ) detects CNVs on the basis of a statistical assessment of the read coverage data. It is applicable to data with relatively low level of coverage. However, CNV-seq has diffi culty in classifying the types of detected CNVs because, as in micro-array methods, its method is based on the read coverage ratio of the test sequence to the control sequence. The performance of CNV_shape was compared with two types of implementation of CNV-seq, conventional CNV-seq and modifi ed CNV-seq, where the modifi ed CNV-seq was considered for having an input data set similar to CNV_shape, that is, it has read coverage data of only a test sequence, but not a control sequence. The implementations of the conventional CNV-seq and the modifi ed CNV-seq are explained below.
1 Conventional CNV-seq: The read coverage data of a test sequence and a control sequence were obtained by aligning reads of the test sequence and the control sequence to a reference sequence, respectively. The CNVs were then detected on the basis of a statistical assessment of the log ratio of the read coverage data of the test sequence to those of the control sequence. Here, we used the programs offered on the web site of (Xie and Tammi, 2009 ) (http://tiger.dbs.nus.edu.sg/cnv-seq).
2 Modifi ed CNV-seq: The read coverage data of a test sequence were obtained by aligning the reads of the test sequence to a reference sequence. Next, the reads of the reference sequence were generated by applying a paired-end method to random positions of the reference sequence, where the coverage level of the reads of the reference sequence was about 36x. The read coverage data of a control sequence were then obtained by aligning the reads of the reference sequence to the reference sequence itself. Finally, CNVs were detected on the basis of a statistical assessment of the log ratio of the read coverage data of the test sequence to the read coverage data of the control sequence, as in the case in the conventional CNV-seq.
The Short Oligonucleotide Alignment Program (SOAP) (Li et al., 2008) was used for the alignment of the reads in the experiments with simulated and real human data. The alignment algorithm we used was a random match method which is one of various alignment algorithms that SOAP2 supports. The algorithm allowed at most 2 mismatches as a tolerable limit with regard to noise, such as sequence errors (Lee et al., 2009) . The experiments were conducted in the Windows 7 and CentOS 5.5 platforms, with an Intel Core i7 2.8 GHz CPU, 8 GB of main memory and a 2 TB hard drive. The programming language used for the development of CNV_shape was C# for .NET Framework 3.5. w . This increase occurs because the probability of detecting false CNVs as well as true CNVs increases as the window size increases. Moreover, the probability of detecting small sizes of CNVs decreases owing to the greater smoothness effect as the window size increases. The turning point h tp w becomes higher when the coverage or the p-value p h is lowered. The turning point h tp w was shown at the window size of 4,000, 2,000, 2,000 and 1,000 for coverage level 1, 3, 6 and 10×, respectively for the p-value ph of 0.05 in Figure 5(b) . The optimal value of the window size w is now evaluated as the turning point h tp w for each coverage to have the best possible FNR and FPR values. Furthermore, the window size w should be less than or equal to 4,000 to avoid a sudden increase of the FPR for all the coverage levels, as shown in Figure 5(b) . As a result, a window size of 4,000 at the p-value p h of 0.05 is the optimal value of w for the best possible FNR and FPR values for all the coverage levels. Figure 6 shows the FNR values (left) and the FPR values (right) of the simulated data as the window size w increases for various coverage levels (1, 3, 6 and 10×) and for various p-values p l (0.01, 0.0001 and 10 -6 ). Here, the window shift size k was given a value of 1 and the p-value p h was given a value of 0.05. Figures 6(a) , 6(b) and 6(c) show the results for the p-value p l of 0.01, 0.0001 and 10 -6 , respectively. As shown in Figure 6 , the FNR values decrease as the window size increases until the window size reaches the turning point w was shown at the window size of 4,000, 2,000, 2,000 and 1,000 for coverage levels 1, 3, 6 and 10x, respectively at the p-value of p l , as shown in Figure 6(b) . As a result, we chose a window size of 4,000 at the p-value p l of 0.0001 as the optimal value of w for the best possible FNR and FPR values for all the coverage levels. The results in Figure 7 show that the window shift size of k = 1 is the optimal value for all the coverage levels. In summary, the results of the experiments using the simulated data show that the best performance is attained at the window size of w = 4,000, the window shift size of k = 1 and the p-values of p h = 0.05 and p l = 0.0001, where the values of the FNR and the FPR, as a measure of the performance of the CNV_shape method, were in the range 0.05-0.2% and 0.001-0.1%, respectively.
Results and analysis

Experiment with simulated data
Experiment with hapmap samples
Sequencing data of fi ve hapmap samples were used to assess the performance of CNV_ shape; the optimal parametric values obtained from the experiments with simulated data were used as the values of the input parameters. The assessment of the performance was accomplished by evaluating the FPR and the FNR on the basis of the CNV database of the DGV. The performance of CNV_shape was then compared with those of the conventional CNV-seq and the modifi ed CNV-seq, as described in Section 4.1.
In the fi rst experiment, we applied our method to read data from the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) region of chr. 6 of NA18507 and NA10851 to identify CNV regions. The average coverage level of the downloaded data was 1.7× for NA18507 and 5.6× for NA10851. The HLA region resides on the short arm of human chr. 6 and is 3.408 Mbp long; it contains around 200 genes related to the immune system function in humans. Figure 8 shows the experimental results of NA18507 (Fig. 8(a) ) and NA10851 (Fig. 8(b) ). show the CNVs detected on NA18507 and NA10851, respectively, by CNV_shape; they also show the CNVs detected by both the conventional CNV-seq and the modifi ed CNV-seq. Here, we used reads of NA10851 and NA18507 for the test and the control sequences, respectively, in the conventional CNV-seq. The CNVs reported in the CNV database of the DGV are also shown in the bottom panels. As plotted in the bottom panels of Figures 8(a) and 8(b) , a total of 606,194 bp and 236,332 bp of the CNVs are reported in the CNV database of the DGV for HLA of chr. 6 on NA18507 and NA10851, respectively. As observed in the middle and bottom panels of Figure 8 , the regions with relatively high (low) values of read coverage data in the graphs of the middle panels are mapped to the CNVs detected by CNV_shape in the bottom panels, confi rming the intuitive and reliable nature of the CNV_shape method, which is based on variations in the shape of the read coverage data. CNV_shape accurately detects the CNV gains and losses for both NA18507 and NA10851. Furthermore, as shown in the plot (Fig. 8(a) ) of CNVs detected by CNV_shape, many small regions are detected as CNVs on NA18507 with a relatively low coverage (1.7×). On the other hand, the CNVs detected by the conventional CNV-seq on NA18507 and NA10851 fail to include regions in which shape variations in the read coverage data of the test sequence are the same as those of the control sequence. Neither the conventional nor the modifi ed CNV-seq can verify the types of detected CNVs because, as in micro-array methods, the detection of the CNV gains and losses is based on the ratio of the coverage of the test sequence to that of the control sequence. For example, as shown in the bottom panels of Figures 8(a) and 8(b) , CNV-seq failed to detect a region of NA18507 (chr. 6, 31,393,061 bp to 31,423,019 bp) and a region of NA10851 (chr. 6, 31,394,254 bp to 31,404,429 bp) , which are both reported as CNV regions in the CNV database of the DGV. Furthermore, the region detected by chr. 6, 32, 712, 915 bp to 32, 759, 142 bp) is estimated to be a CNV gain on NA18507 and at the same time, a CNV loss on NA10851, even though the same region can be verifi ed as a CNV loss from the graphs of the middle panels of Figures 8(a) and 8(b) . FNR (FPR) values of 62.905% (11.47%) and 26.40% (2.73%) were derived for NA18507 and NA10851 in CNV_shape on the basis of the CNV database of the DGV. In contrast, the conventional CNV-seq yielded FNR (FPR) values of 87.37% (3.63%) and 71.35% (3.48%) and the modifi ed CNV seq yielded FNR (FPR) values of 77.075% (3.07%) and 39.01% (1.78%) for NA18507 and NA10851, respectively.
In the second experiment, we applied our method to read data from the whole region of human chr. 6 (170.899 Mbp long) of NA18507 and NA10851. For chr. 6 of NA18507 and NA10851, 354 (min, max and total sizes are 1,001 bp, 368,592 bp and 2,464,870 bp, respectively) and 34 (min, max and total sizes are 1,018 bp, 142,220 bp and 852,185 bp, respectively) CNVs are reported on the DGV database, respectively. Table 2 describes the comparative performance results of CNV_shape, the conventional CNV-seq and the modifi ed CNV-seq. Here, columns, min and max, represent the smallest and the largest sizes respectively of CNVs correctly detected on the basis of DGV by each method. The total fraction of detected CNV regions overlapping with those of DGV is also given in parentheses. Columns, gain and loss, represent the total sum of the lengths of CNV gains and losses, respectively by each method. FNR values of 56.89% and 24.94% were derived for NA18507 and NA10851 in CNV_shape on the basis of the CNV database of the DGV. On the other hand, CNV-seq yielded FNR values of 94.385% and 72.82% and the modifi ed CNV-seq yielded FNR values of 73.275% and 40.00% for NA18507 and NA10851, respectively.
As given in Table 2 , the sizes of CNVs detected by CNV_shape on NA18507 and NA10851 are in the range of 1 kbp to 368 kbp and 1 kbp to 142 kbp, respectively. Figure  9 shows the numbers of CNVs detected by the CNV_shape algorithm on chromosome 6 of NA18507 ( Fig. 9(a) ) and NA10851 ( Fig. 9(a) ) over the CNV size. Here, the boxes coloured red show the numbers of CNVs reported in DGV and the boxes coloured blue show the numbers of CNVs detected by the CNV_shape algorithm and overlapped more than 50% with those of DGV. For chromosome 6 of NA18507, 354 CNVs are reported on the DGV database, 74 of which overlap more than 50% with CNV regions called by the CNV_shape algorithm. For chromosome 6 of NA10851, 34 CNVs are reported on the DGV database, 21 of which overlap more than 50%, with CNV regions called by the CNV_shape algorithm. In particular, 85% of CNV regions reported for chromosome 6 of NA18507 on DGV belong to sizes less than ~ 5 kbp. From the comparative analysis, we found that CNVs with size less than ~ 5 kbp are hard to detect for chromosome 6 of NA18507 due to their extremely low coverage ~ 1.7× and their CNV size distribution. Therefore, we can suggest that the CNV_ shape algorithm may fi nd small CNVs fairly well if the coverage of a sample is not very low. These results confi rm that CNV_shape is superior to the conventional CNV-seq and the modifi ed CNV-seq in terms of detecting CNVs of various sizes. We can deduce, therefore, that CNV_shape is very effective at reducing the noise inherent in the read coverage data and in detecting CNVs of various sizes and types.
In the third experiment, we applied additionally our method on chr. 6 data of three individuals at low coverage. For comparison, we also used a high coverage read data of NA10851 generated in the paper . Table 3 summarises the results of the comparative analysis. As shown in the table, the overall FNR and FPR of CNV_shape are in the range of 24.94-56.89% and 0.92-7.48%, respectively for relatively low coverage data (1.7-5.6×). 
Conclusion
We have proposed a novel CNV detection method, CNV_shape, which is based on variations in the shape of read coverage data obtained by aligning NGS data onto a reference sequence. The proposed method carries out two transforms, the mean shift transform and the mean slope transform, to extract patterns of the shape variations of the read coverage data in the detection of CNVs. The mean shift and the mean slope transforms eliminated problems associated with the occurrence of many zeros or unreliably high-valued coverage values in random positions due to sequencing errors or low coverage. The performance of CNV_ shape was assessed through experiments with simulated data and real human data i and the performance results were compared with those of existing CNV detection methods, namely conventional CNV-seq and the modifi ed CNV-seq. The results show that the CNV_shape method, which is based on shape variations in the read coverage data, effectively detects CNV gains and losses on a relatively low coverage data. The CNV_shape also outperforms the conventional CNV-seq and the modifi ed CNV-seq in terms of detecting CNVs with a wider range of sizes. The proposed method uses only a test sequence and does not need another sequence as a control. Therefore, the proposed method could be very useful for detecting homogeneous and heterogeneous CNVs in many individual sets of data. In other words, the detection of homogeneous and heterogeneous CNVs might be possible only by comparing the patterns of shape variations derived when the mean shift transform and the mean slope transform are applied to the read coverage data of many individual sets of data. In an effort to improve the performance of CNV_shape, we are currently investigating a method for the detection of homogeneous and heterogeneous CNVs from many individual sets of data.
